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Many emerging diseases arise by parasites switching to new host species, while
other parasites seem to remain with same host lineage for very long periods of
time, even over timescales where an ancestral host species splits into two or more
new species. The ability to understand these dynamics would form an important
part of our understanding of infectious disease.
Experiments are clearly important for understanding these processes, but so are
comparative studies, investigating the variation that we find in nature. Such
comparative data do show strong signs of non-randomness, and this suggests
that the epidemiological and ecological processes might be predictable, at least in
part. For example, when we map patterns of parasite presence/absence onto
host phylogenies, we often find that certain host clades harbour many more
parasites than expected, or that closely-related hosts harbour closely-related
parasites. Nevertheless, it remains difficult to interpret these patterns to make
inferences about ecological and epidemiological processes. This is partly because
non-random associations can arise in multiple ways. For example, parasites might
be inherited from the common ancestor of related hosts, or might switch to new
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hosts, but preferentially establish on novel hosts that are closely related to their existing host.
Infection might also influence the shape of host phylogeny, either by increasing the rate of host
extinction or, conversely, increasing the rate of speciation (as with manipulative symbionts that
might induce reproductive isolation).
These various processes have, by and large, been studied in isolation, but the model introduced by
Engelstädter and Fortuna [1], makes an important first step towards studying them together.
Without such combined analyses, we will not be able to tell if the processes have their own unique
signatures, or whether the same sort of non-randomness can arise in multiple ways.
A major finding of the work is that the size of a host clade can be an important determinant of its
overall infection level. This had been shown in previous work, assuming that the host phylogeny was
fixed, but the current paper shows that it extends also to situations where host extinction and
speciation takes place at a comparable rate to host shifting. This finding, then, calls into question the
natural assumption that a clade of host species that is highly parasite ridden, must have some genetic
or ecological characteristic that makes them particularly prone to infection, arguing that the clade
size, rather than any characteristic of the clade members, might be the important factor. It will be
interesting to see whether this prediction about clade size is borne out with comparative studies.
Another feature of the study is that the framework is naturally extendable, to include further
processes, such as the influence of parasite presence on extinction or speciation rates. No doubt
extensions of this kind will form the basis of important future work.
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